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Our client, one of the fastest growing public safety and security solutions organisations

globally, is looking to recruit a qualified and experienced Senior Developer, to their UAE,

research and development team. Our employer seeks a proven performer to assist on their

main projects in the region, which include the implementation of advanced integrated

security solutions for critical assets, safe city and border protection.As a Senior Developer you

will be responsible for architecture, design, implementation and delivery of our software

products. As key player in a scrum team, you will work on tasks assigned to the team and

support others in successfully completing their respective assignments. Based on lean and

agile methodology, work in the team will cover all aspects of the software development life-

cycle, from agile planning, architecture and specification via design, implementation, validation

and testing to deployment, installation and support.Driven by a strong customer focus, our

senior development team members consistently push themselves and the team to maximize

customer value in our products. You will monitor and constantly enhance the team’s

standards for best-in-class quality, efficiency and transparency. As part of an agile team, you will

dedicate time and energy to continuous improvement of team processes, knowledge transfer

and technical coaching, while striving to enhance your personal as well as professional skills.

The responsibilities of the role include:•Design and develop client / server applications in

the domain of command and control (e.g. coordinate emergency response teams), smart

urban management (traffic, water or energy management) or functionality in the area of video-

and data analytics•Design and develop mobile applications for Android, iOS, BB or Windows

mobile for smart phones and tablets that provide situational awareness, personal safety,
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communication or sensor functionality•Apply and constantly enhance application of the

scrum process framework in international, agile cross-functional teams•Collaborate with

internal and external stakeholders to ensure successful implementation of the team

backlog•Drive end-to-end integration and testing of your deliverables, contribute to test

automation and support continuous integration and delivery•Drive (lean) architecture and

continuous refactoring on a daily basis in order to evolve the most suitable architecture for

our applicationsThe experience we seek includes:•Masters in Computer Science or Electrical

Engineering / Network Communication or comparable•3-6 years of experience in industrial

software development environments in one of these areas: Telecom, Infrastructure, Systems

Integration, Databases, Operating Systems, or Applications•Sound professional

programming expertise in distributed systems based on Microsoft technologies (.NET, WPF,

ASP.NET, MS SQL, NHibernate, Active Directory, Windows Server, TFS)•2 or more years of

professional experience in applying C#, C++ as well as one or more of the following

programming languages: Java, JavaScript, Objective C, VB, VB.Net;•Good working

knowledge in two or more of the following domains/technologies is a plus: HTML5, CUDA,

Android, iOS, SQL, LINQ, Ajax, SOAP, REST, *sh, TFS, Ant, Maven, JUnit, CI Frameworks,

PRISM, MEF, xUnit, SpecFlow•Knowledge and interest in low lev About The Company

1Recruit International LLC is an international global recruitment and human resource

solutions consultancy with a global mind set and a proven track record in talent management.

Resourcing across an array of executive business sectors, our corporate mission entails

client satisfaction through quality orientation; a consultative approach, delivery excellence

and innovation through 'best fit” candidates technically, behaviourally and culturally.
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